2008honda crv

It may not be the largest or the most powerful compact SUV, but the CR-V is an extremely
well-rounded runabout that should be high on your test-drive list. The Honda CR-V is
underpowered, sort of weird looking, doesn't have a third-row seat and no longer has a picnic
table built into its cargo bay. These are all criticisms that can be lobbed at the CR-V, but none
seem to matter much to American consumers. In , Honda's fully redesigned compact SUV was
the runaway best-selling sport-utility on the market, beating out nameplates like the RAV4,
Escape and Tahoe by tens of thousands. While sales are often a poor meter of a vehicle's worth,
in the CR-V's case, the American public has picked a winner. It's an extremely well-rounded
machine that successfully manages to be just what its name suggests -- a Comfortable
Runabout Vehicle. With high gas prices and growing environmental concerns, Americans are
turning to compact SUVs in record numbers for their ability to provide safe, family-friendly
utility while getting better gas mileage than larger models. The CR-V is one of the best at
accomplishing this mission. While lacking in power particularly on the highway , the CR-V's
horsepower four-cylinder engine delivers very good fuel efficiency. The CR-V's interior is its
best attribute, offering an impressively large and versatile cargo hold that tops out at 73 cubic
feet of space. Additionally, there are plenty of bins, cubbies and cupholders to stash things. The
reclining rear seat is spacious and comfortable, and it slides fore and aft to maximize rear
legroom or to get problematic kiddies closer to mom and dad. To more easily spot childhood
calamities, Honda has thoughtfully provided a "conversation" mirror spy mirror may be more
appropriate built into the overhead console's sunglasses holder. Today, this segment is one of
the most competitive and popular, with at least 16 models competing for Americans' hearts,
minds and checkbooks. All are deserving of a good long look, but the Honda CR-V is an
excellent choice that does a great many things very well. The EX comes with alloy wheels, a
sunroof, rear tinted glass, steering-wheel-mounted audio controls, a removable trunk shelf and
a six-speaker stereo that comes with an in-dash six-CD changer. The top-of-the-line CR-V EX-L
adds leather upholstery, a power driver seat, front seat heaters, upgraded exterior trim,
dual-zone automatic climate control, a leather-wrapped steering wheel, a front center console
instead of the retractable tray , satellite radio and a premium sound system with seven speakers
and a subwoofer. The lone option is a touchscreen navigation system that includes a rearview
camera and digital audio card reader. With the navigation system, the premium sound system's
CD changer migrates to the center console and a single-CD player is added behind the
retracting touchscreen. The CR-V is powered by a 2. The engine comes paired to a five-speed
automatic transmission, and buyers have a choice of front-wheel drive or an all-wheel-drive
system that only apportions power to the rear wheels when front slippage occurs. In
performance testing, an all-wheel-drive CR-V went from zero to 60 mph in 9. What it lacks in
quickness, it makes up for in fuel economy, however. All major safety features are standard on
the Honda CR-V, including antilock disc brakes, stability control, front-seat side airbags and
full-length side curtain airbags. A backup camera is available only on EX-L models equipped
with the navigation system, but Honda dealers can sell you parking sensors for lower-line
models. The CR-V performed extremely well in government crash tests, earning a perfect five
stars across the board for front and side crash protection. Like other Hondas, it feels light on its
feet, with well-weighted steering that provides excellent feedback. Ride quality is composed and
comfortable, and the cabin is well-insulated from the road noise that plagued past CR-Vs. The
brakes are also an area worth commending, as pedal action is smooth and consistent. Of
course, the CR-V Achilles' heel continues to be its overwhelmed four-cylinder engine, and
highway passing can be an adventure. Perhaps the best attribute of the CR-V is its attractive yet
practical cabin design. Honda's designers sweated every detail. Not only are the controls and
instrumentation ergonomically correct, but there are numerous parent-friendly conveniences as
well. For starters, the wide-opening rear doors and lightweight rear liftgate make it simple to
load infants and their strollers. We especially like the multiple detents on the rear doors, which
keep them from swinging back in tight parking spaces. From the front seat, you can monitor
toddlers via the conversation mirror built into the sunglasses holder, while the folding center
tray in LX and EX models allows for hasty dashes to the backseat. Luggage capacity measures
With the rear seats folded, the CR-V can hold 73 cubic feet of cargo. Doing so could save you
hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales
and service reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to
buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from
our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have
identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read
dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Used Honda CR-V. Is it better to
lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to
go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly

payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand,
can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone
who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Popular searches. My notifications My
Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Engine and transmission can
be overwhelmed by hilly stretches of highway. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See
all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. Changes for the Honda CR-V are
restricted to the EX-L trim level, which gains an eight-way power driver seat, dual-zone
automatic climate control and the premium sound system that could previously only be had
with the optional navigation system. Read more. Write a review See all reviews. Average 26 mpg
mixed driving. Drove mi cross country, with cargo tray on hitch lbs of stuff on it, lb dog inside
with seats folded down of course, 70 mph and I averaged 30 mpg on hwy. Power is good for a 4
cyl and a lb car. The design of the cars interior will grow on you, very thoughtful and utilitarian
design that you will appreciate the longer you drive it. It is a car that is a good compromise of
reliability,room, and economy! I had a Suburban that could not pass a repair shop. The CRV
likes to pass gas stations and thats great! Read less. Remarkably trouble free and still fun to
drive. Replaced front brake pads only and rotors milled at 90, miles I know!! Never had a vehicle
even near this long lasting. Oil changes every 3 or 4K. Still safely on 3rd set of tires, largely
because the 2nd set High grade Michelins lasted for 65k. That's it! Other than gasoline honest
24mpg city, 28mpg highway. That CR-V is simply the best overall vehicle I have ever owned. We
love our CRV. We love the cargo capacity and we have hauled just about everything you can
think of. We love the comfort of the interior and have taken many driving trips in it. Except that
now that it is a bit older and the ride is getting a little bumpy, there is nothing we can say that's
negative about this car. When we trade it, it will be to get a newer one. We're just that satisfied.
Reliability and comfort in an affordable SUV. Other than low fuel economy 19 miles in the city
and a design issue with the cargo space rear seat supports narrow the floor space in the center
of cargo area , I love my Honda CR-V. Good pickup and handling, comfortable seating and
decent electronics make this a great all-around auto. I'm the original owner and have had no
major issues and costs to maintain my CR-V have been excellent. Will keep her as long as she
will run! Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk Of
Rollover Not Rated. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed
this also viewed 3. Sponsored cars related to the CR-V. Sign Up. Coronavirus update: New
contactless services to help keep you safe. Quick response. Vehicle was bought before I could
get there but staff was nice and helpful. They were very quick to respond. They were very
informative, friendly and answered all my questions. The truck was very clean. I would
recommend them to my friends. They did everything to make it possible for me to buy the truck.
Said need a co signer and never responded why. Jusy asked if I could come test drive. I
mentioned I lived out of state and then he just gave up. Didnt respond back. I was in the market
for that truck. Quite disappointed. Lone Star Auto was very helpful and made the purchase of
my new car very easy. The car was exactly as described. I would definitely buy from them again.
The entire process, from arriving for a test drive to conducting the transaction, was painless
and relatively quick. Did a credit application and was told vehicle was available Price posted in
CarGuru is not the actual price Dealer looked sketchy and they asked me for cash to hold the
vehicle. Worst dealership I've ever been to. Offered me less than half of what my trade was
worth, and wanted full price for they're truck. I know you need to make money but cheating
customers is bad way to do it. Wes Finch Auto Plaza was amazing to work with. I contacted
them and within an hour i had a video of the truck i was interested in and was put in contact
with Sahbi in sales. Sahbi was awesome, he answered all of my questions. I bought that truck.
The whole experience was low pressure and friendly. I would recommend anyone that is looking
for a vehicle to consider Wes Finch Auto Plaza. They eye very easy to talk to, I went a different
direction, but would do business with them in a heartbeat! They were very professional, helpful
and they went above and beyond normal customer service. Jp kept intouch with me an he was
nice an he seen have i found a car yet an he still email me but i think im going this other rout.
They were very Courteous throughout the entire process. The salesman was very professional
and knowledgeable of the vehicle. He was helpful in keeping me informed. While unable to go
further with the purchase of the vehicle because of work travel , I will follow up once back in
country. The deal he gave me seemed fair and reasonable. The full-time salesperson, Mo, was
helpful in answering all my questions without sales pressure. I felt that he was honest and did
not try to hide or cover up anything. The price was fair and the car was as he described it over
the telephone, which I apreciated since I had to drive 75 miles to see it. I did buy the car, and
there were no unwarranted dealer add on fees. This is a smaller lot with about 20 cars. Kept
pressuring me to come in and drive a vehicle that couldn't be driven because of a bad head
gasket. Even stated that in the ad!!! Wouldn't answer my question, had to specifically ask them

to answer my questions. Would not answer my questions. Always insistent on me driving to
them to test drive the vehicle. Which turns out had blown head gasket, and could not be driven.
Had to constantly repeat my questions in order for them to answer me. While we went with
another dealer, this dealer was kind and helpful without being too aggressive. While the Honda
CR-V receives only minor updates for , it maintains a good reputation among drivers due to its
solid, high-quality build, its top-of-class safety features, its roomy and flexible interior, and its
nimble handling. Some drivers find the '08 CR-V underpowered, especially at highway speeds
and during passing situations, while others would like to see better fuel economy from the
compact SUV. The CR-V remains the leader of the pack in the compact SUV segment, and while
the vehicle has its minor faults, drivers will find in the CR-V a solid, reliable vehicle with a good
mix of style, comfort, economy, and value. Following a well-received redesign in , the Honda
CR-V changes little for Honda made a few updates to the CR-V's high-end trim, the EX-L, adding
dual-zone climate control, an upgraded sound system, and an eight-way power driver's seat
with power lumbar support to the standard equipment list. But the entry-level LX and mid-level
EX trims carry over from the previous year largely unchanged. Overall, the '08 CR-V retains the
sleek styling, flexible interior, and other award-winning features that made it the best-selling
SUV in the U. Drivers can choose from either front-wheel- or four-wheel-drive versions. The
4WD system provides additional stability and traction on slippery roads, but drivers seeking a
true off-road vehicle should look elsewhere. The CR-V's ground clearance, for instance, was
lowered about an inch as part of its redesign. Around town, however, the CR-V excels,
according to numerous drivers and reviewers. All of the attributes that resulted in those awards
reside in the '08 version as well. According to some reports, Honda may add a diesel-powered
CR-V in For now, however, a hp, double-overhead-cam iVTEC gas-powered four-cylinder engine,
which carries over from the previous year, drives all CR-Vs. The engine links to a five-speed
automatic transmission, which comes as standard equipment across the line. According to
Consumer Reports, the CR-V's four-cylinder engine performs better than the V6 engines in
some competitors' vehicles, delivering lb-ft of torque at 4, RPM. The CR-V has a maximum
towing capacity of 1, pounds and runs on regular unleaded fuel. The engine features variable
timing control, which makes adjustments to provide smooth operation when idling, reduced
emissions when cruising, and maximum torque when accelerating. Other engine features
include multi-point fuel injection, a Direct Ignition system, and a Drive-by-Wire throttle system,
which operates electronically using a sensor rather than mechanically. For , the CR-V's
real-time 4WD system, which comes as an option on all three trims, has been improved for
better performance in adverse road conditions. The system applies driving power to all four
wheels only when necessary. In normal driving conditions, such as on dry surfaces, only the
front wheels drive the vehicle. When the system detects slippage, however, it automatically
delivers power to the rear wheels. This low-maintenance 4WD system also increases drivetrain
efficiency and helps decrease overall noise and vibration, according to Honda. Essentially a
crossover vehicle, the CR-V rides on a car-like platform that borrows its underpinnings from the
Honda Accord and Civic. A MacPherson strut front suspension and multi-link rear suspension,
along with power-assisted rack-and-pinion steering, ensure agility over the road, while
power-assisted ventilated disc brakes in the front and solid disc brakes in the rear provide
plenty of braking power. The variable power-assisted rack-and-pinion steering feels tight and
responsive, providing good control and agility, according to drivers. Some reviewers liken the
CR-V's ride to that of a sports sedan, and others note that the CR-V offers handling unmatched
by any other vehicle in its class. Alternatively, some reviewers and drivers find the ride to be
stiff, bumpy, and choppy. One of its few dings concerns the CR-V's power. Some reviewers like
the engine's performance, calling it peppy and perky, while others would like to see more power
and a stronger performance factor, especially at highway and passing speeds. Most find the
engine performance adequate, although drivers who prefer plenty of power under the pedal and
like some control over the transmission might find the CR-V lacking. For daily driving and
around-town excursions, however, most drivers are pleased with the CR-V's performance and
handling. Again, the '08 Honda CR-V ranks at or near the top of its class when it comes to
interior comfort and features, according to numerous sources. There are no rear cooling vents,
however. The high-end EX-L receives a watt system with seven speakers, including a
subwoofer. Standard features for the EX include illuminated steering-wheel-mounted controls, a
security system, and a one-touch power moonroof with tilt, while the EX-L comes equipped with
leather-trimmed seats and armrests, heated front seats, a leather-wrapped steering wheel, a
leather-wrapped shifter, and XM satellite radio. In addition all CR-Vs have plenty of storage
spaces, including underseat and door-pocket storage bins, and front and rear beverage holders.
On the EX-L trim only, Honda offers an optional satellite-linked navigation system with voice
recognition and up to eight megabytes of memory. In an effort to help reduce interior noise and

vibration, Honda used noise-absorption materials in the CR-V's interior, including in the floor,
ceiling, side panels, and instrument panel. In addition, for the automaker added new insulated
backing to the carpets and insulation on the front fenders. As a result, the cabin does a good
job of blocking out road and wind noise, according to reviewers. Despite its compact size, the
CR-V offers plenty of interior space, even for tall individuals. Drivers and reviewers find the
cabin roomy, with plenty of front and rear legroom, making it a comfortable ride for adults over
long distances. The CR-V has nearly 36 cubic feet of cargo space with the rear seat up. That
expands to nearly 73 cubic feet with the rear seat folded down. The dual-deck shelf expands
cargo space by providing an upper rear storage deck for light items, with heavier items stored
underneath on the cargo-area floor. Side curtain airbags for front and rear passengers,
dual-stage front airbags, antilock brakes, a tire pressure monitoring system, and Vehicle
Stability Assist with traction control come standard on all CR-Vs for In addition, the '08 CR-V
features an Advanced Compatibility Engineering ACE body structure, which absorbs and
disperses crash energy in collisions with vehicles of differing sizes, protecting the occupants.
The CR-V offers good visibility out the sides and rear, according to drivers and reviewers. In
addition, Honda offers a backup camera for the EX-L as part of the optional navigation system,
enabling drivers to back up safely in tight areas or in situations when children might be present
around the vehicle. The redesign, which carries over to , still appeals to drivers, as does the
CR-V's comfort, handling, versatility, and overall value. The CR-V's roominess and flexibility
also draw drivers, as does Honda's reputation for quality. In addition, drivers like the numerous
storage spaces, although some note that the dual-deck can be annoying when trying to load
large cargo. Most drivers find the CR-V's performance adequate, though not overwhelming,
especially when passing. Some are disappointed with the CR-V's performance, but generally
drivers are satisfied with the powerplant. Drivers disagree on road and wind noise. Some think
Honda succeeded in making the CR-V quieter, while others find it still too noisy at highway
speeds. Gas mileage remains another point of contention. Some drivers say their CR-Vs get up
to 30 mpg, or even more, but other drivers note their vehicles see mileage in the low to mid 20s.
Some drivers would like to see better gas mileage but, again, most are satisfied with their CR-Vs
in this area. Handling, braking, and overall build quality all get good marks, though some
CarGurus drivers would like to see a higher-quality leather in the EX-L, a sentiment echoed by
other drivers. Some give dings to the CR-V's front end, calling the nose "awkward," but overall
the exterior gets good marks. Likewise, CarGurus drivers like its roomy interior, numerous
interior amenities, and extensive safety features. We'll help you find great deals among the
millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews
and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great
deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell
your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search
results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color,
engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent
price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All
Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals first. CarGurus User.
Private Seller: Tyler. CarGurus Pay. Private Seller: Guy. Image Not Available. Authorized Honda
Dealer. The Good. Read more. Why Use CarGurus? A majority of all used US imports have
either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe
or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles
from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of
getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX
has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid
expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world
to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than
14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources,
including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car
dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information,
CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the
service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in
10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks
"Babs" is now with us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars?
Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better
purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular
blog articles How to detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring
types of fraud in the selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage
fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an

impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American
used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car?
CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains the importance of the service history of a
car, as well as where you can find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.
Make Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing
Details. This SUV's age shouldn't matter because it still drives as good as ever. It's a 4 cylinder
Blue SUV that helps make driving safer for the whole family. Since there has been a Napleton in
your neighborhood. Your business is important and you can count on us to handle it as such
now and in the future. Our inventory is constantly updating, contact our showroom if you don't
see exactly what you want, if we don't have it, well get it! Other values on in-store manager
specials, loaners, demos and late model used vehicles are available in-store to save you more!
Top value is paid for your trade-in here at Napleton's! We are as competitive as any offering you
will find in the market, give us the opportunity to earn your business! See dealer for details.
Looking for a family vehicle? It is a super clean one-owner SUV, one of the best that we have
ever seen. There is no evidence that this SUV has ever been wrecked or had any body work
done to it at all. Highway driving is a breeze with the strong running 2. The sporty handling will
make driving fun and help you gracefully handle even the toughest of curves and turns. Have
fun enjoying the great outdoors with this off-road suspension. Two things essential to every
king was his castle and royal carriage. While getting your own castle may be a bit of a
challenge, you can still travel like a royalty. The flawless finish looks like it was just driven off
the lot. The condition of the interior will have you believing that you just bought a brand new
SUV. We want to make sure our customers have confidence buying from us. Nobody wants a
car that has been through the ringer. Call us for information about our optional extended
warranty packages that we have available. We offer great low monthly payments to qualified
buyers with low money down and your clean used trade-in. Call us to day at to find out more.
Come swing by today and check out this great deal, we are only minutes from Clifton!
Body-colored moldings. Well maintained. Runs and drives great! Perfect family vehicle. Perfect
first car! AWD, 2. Prices are subject to change, and prior sales are excluded. While every
reasonable effort is made to ensure the accuracy of this information, we are not responsible for
any errors or omissions contained on these pages. Please verify any information in question
with the dealer. Good Credit, Bad credit, Financing for all! Come see us today! Buy Here Pay
Here! No credit check! Plus government fees and taxes,any finance charges, any dealer
document processing charge, any electronic filing charge, and any emission testing charge.
Please call to schedule a test drive today! Braking performance is top-notch as well. We'll
introduce you to all the affordable trim models available, getting you behind the wheel of your
top choices. Our finance department can explore your loan options, providing you with
assistance if need be, so make your way over from Neptune, NJ to our Eatontown location.
Minor blemishes inside and out. It has an accident n Carfax reported as Minor. See our
inventory at Herlong Chevrolet Buick Inc. Shall not be responsible for errors, omissions, or
availability. Glacier Blue Metallic exterior and Gray interior. Better crash test ratings than RAV4.
However, we're more than just a dealership. We're also proud to be your neighbors and partners
during your car-buying adventure. No matter if you're looking for a new Honda, flexible
financing, or professional service for your vehicle, our friendly and experienced team is here for
you. Based on EPA mileage ratings. Use for comparison purposes only. On Approved Credit.
Glacier Blue Metallic 2. Chat, click, call, or visit! Popular searches. My notifications My Account.
Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby.
2000 olds alero review
bmw e46 323i
2001 ford expedition xlt owners manual
Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Price and Payment
Loan Price. Engine and Drivetrain Transmission Automatic 8, Manual 7. Engine Type Gas 8,
Cylinders 4 cylinders 8, Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Listings with recent price drops.
Recently added listings. Know The Deal. Price Drop. No accidents. New Listing. Title issue.
Showing 1 - 18 out of 9, listings. Overall Consumer Rating. Average 26 mpg mixed driving.
Drove mi cross country, with cargo tray on hitch lbs of stuff on it, lb dog inside with seats
folded down of course, 70 mph and I averaged 30 mpg on hwy. Power is good for a 4 cyl and a
lb car. The design of the cars interior will grow on you, very thoughtful and utilitarian design
that you will appreciate the longer you drive it. It is a car that is a good compromise of
reliability,room, and economy! I had a Suburban that could not pass a repair shop. The CRV
likes to pass gas stations and thats great! Read more. Read less. Sign Up.

